
Product Sheet

Model 6438 - 225x100 cm

About The Post Table illustrates the idea of eliminating
anything extra to solely focus on the essential. A
classic design expressed with modern minimalism,
the table is made from solid oak, featuring loads of
legroom in the wide space between the legs on
either end. The table top is available in three lengths,
supported by the same cylindrical legs as the Post
Chair.

Product group Tables

Measurements L: 225 cm, W: 100 cm, H: 73 cm

Weight 71,5 kg

Materials Legs and table top in solid wood. Knock-down,
delivered unassembled.

Guarantee Fredericia Furniture A/S offers a five-year guarantee
against manufacturing defects in standard products
(materials and construction). Wear and damage to
covers, surface treatment, inappropiate use and the
like are not covered by the warranty.

Download Download images, architect files at our partner portal
on www.fredericia.com
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Product Sheet

Model 6440 - 265x100 cm

About The Post Table illustrates the idea of eliminating
anything extra to solely focus on the essential. A
classic design expressed with modern minimalism,
the table is made from solid oak, featuring loads of
legroom in the wide space between the legs on
either end. The table top is available in three lengths,
supported by the same cylindrical legs as the Post
Chair.

Product group Tables

Measurements L: 265 cm, W: 100 cm, H: 73 cm

Weight 76,5 kg

Materials Legs and table top in solid wood. Knock-down,
delivered unassembled.

Test EN 15372:2016 (L2)

Guarantee Fredericia Furniture A/S offers a five-year guarantee
against manufacturing defects in standard products
(materials and construction). Wear and damage to
covers, surface treatment, inappropiate use and the
like are not covered by the warranty.

Download Download images, architect files at our partner portal
on www.fredericia.com
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Product Sheet

Model 6442 - 320x100 cm

About The Post Table illustrates the idea of eliminating
anything extra to solely focus on the essential. A
classic design expressed with modern minimalism,
the table is made from solid oak, featuring loads of
legroom in the wide space between the legs on
either end. The table top is available in three lengths,
supported by the same cylindrical legs as the Post
Chair.

Product group Tables

Measurements L: 320 cm, W: 100 cm, H: 73 cm

Weight 85,5 kg

Materials Legs and table top in solid wood. Knock-down,
delivered unassembled.

Guarantee Fredericia Furniture A/S offers a five-year guarantee
against manufacturing defects in standard products
(materials and construction). Wear and damage to
covers, surface treatment, inappropiate use and the
like are not covered by the warranty.

Download Download images, architect files at our partner portal
on www.fredericia.com
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